Betting guide for horse racing

How to place bets
Betting on horses is known as a knowledge
game, but placing bets is quite easy. A simple
way to start, is to find a horse you like and try to
bet 20 DKK ‘plads’ (show) and feel the suspense.
(‘Plads’ is the bet where your horse just needs
to finish first, second or third for you to win.)

You can find information about the horses in the
racecard. The Fast Track program and racecard
contains detailed information about every horse
and their chances of winning. The horses are
categorized in A-, B- and C-chances in most of
the races.

Vinder (Win)

Win is the simplest bet, you can make. Choose a horse, you believe to be the first to cross the finish
line and if it does, you win. Minimum deposits of 10 DKK. On the odds indicator, placed by the track,
you can see the winning odds for every 10 DKK betted. (When you bet 10 DKK, the number on the
indicator is the amount of your win).

Plads (Show)

If your horse finishes 1st, 2nd or 3rd, you win. In a race with 7 or more contestants, your horse must
be one of the first three horses to cross the finish line for you to win. Yet, if the number of contestants
is six or fewer, the horse you have chosen must be one of the first two horses to cross the finish line.
Minimum deposits of 10 DKK.

Tvilling (Exacta Box)

In the game Tvilling, you need to choose the two horses that cross the finish line first in one race
regardless of the order. Minimum deposits of 5 d.kr. per combination.

Trio (Trifecta)

In Trio, you need to choose the first three horses that cross the finish line in one race in the exact
order. Minimum deposits of 2 DKK per combination. If no one has chosen the right trio-combination,
the prize pool will be transferred into a jackpot in the last game of Trio the same day.

V4 (Pick 4)

In the game of V4 you need to pick one horse in each of four pre-selected races. If they finish 1st in
all races, you win. You must make your bet before the first race. Yet if no one has selected all four
winning horses, the players who have chosen three of the winning horses will win.

V5 (Pick 5)

In the game of V5 you need to pick one horse in each of five pre-selected races. If they finish 1st in all
races, you win. You must make your bet before the first race. Yet if no one has selected all five winning
horses, the players who have chosen four of the winning horses will win.

V65 (Pick 6)

The game of V65 is like V5 yet players who have chosen the correct five as well as six winning horses
win. If no players win, the prize pool will be transferred to a Jackpot.

